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NEWMAN’S CONJECTURE IN FUNCTION FIELDS
ALAN CHANG, DAVID MEHRLE, STEVEN J. MILLER, TOMER REITER, JOSEPH STAHL,
AND DYLAN YOTT
Abstract. De Bruijn and Newman introduced a deformation of the completed Riemann zeta
function ζ, and proved there is a real constant Λ which encodes the movement of the nontrivial
zeros of ζ under the deformation. The Riemann hypothesis is equivalent to the assertion that Λ ď 0.
Newman, however, conjectured that Λ ě 0, remarking, “the new conjecture is a quantitative version
of the dictum that the Riemann hypothesis, if true, is only barely so.” Andrade, Chang and Miller
extended the machinery developed by Newman and Polya to L-functions for function fields. In
this setting we must consider a modified Newman’s conjecture: supfPF Λf ě 0, for F a family of
L-functions.
We extend their results by proving this modified Newman’s conjecture for several families of
L-functions. In contrast with previous work, we are able to exhibit specific L-functions for which
ΛD “ 0, and thereby prove a stronger statement: maxLPF ΛL “ 0. Using geometric techniques, we
show a certain deformed L-function must have a double root, which implies Λ “ 0. For a different
family, we construct particular elliptic curves with p ` 1 points over Fp. By the Weil conjectures,
this has either the maximum or minimum possible number of points over Fp2n . The fact that
#EpFp2nq attains the bound tells us that the associated L-function satisfies Λ “ 0.
1. Introduction
Newman’s conjecture, as originally formulated, is a statement about the zeros of a deformation
of the completed Riemann zeta function. This deformation was introduced by Po´lya to attack
the Riemann hypothesis, but Newman’s conjecture regarding this deformation is in fact an almost
counter-conjecture to the Riemann hypothesis. The classical Newman’s conjecture is explained
below in Section 1.1.
1.1. The Classical Newman’s Conjecture. Instead of working with the Riemann zeta function
ζpsq itself, define the completed Riemann zeta function
ξpsq :“ sps´ 1q
2
π´s{2 Γ
´s
2
¯
ζpsq. (1.1)
This has the effect of eliminating the trivial zeros of ζpsq, but keeping all of the nontrivial ones.
Additionally, the functional equation for ξpsq is simpler than that for the Riemann zeta function:
ξpsq “ ξp1´ sq. To simplify the analysis further, introduce
Ξpxq :“ ξ
ˆ
1
2
` ix
˙
(1.2)
to shift the zeros of ξpsq to lie along the real line. Recall that because ξ is analytic and real valued
on the real line, then ξpsq “ ξpsq. Combining this fact and the functional equation for ξ, we have
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that Ξpxq P R whenever x P R. Now let Φpuq denote the Fourier transform1 of Ξpxq. Because Ξpxq
decays rapidly as xÑ8, we may introduce a “time” parameter into the inverse Fourier transform.
Definition 1.1. The deformed Riemann zeta function Ξt is
Ξtpxq :“
ż 8
0
etu
2
Φpuq `eiux ` e´iux˘ du. (1.3)
Note that Ξ0pxq “ Ξpxq “ ξp1{2` ixq agrees with (1.2). This deformation Ξtpsq is the function
that Po´lya hoped to use to attack the Riemann Hypothesis, because the Riemann Hypothesis is
equivalent to the statement that all of the zeros of Ξ0pxq are real. De Bruijn managed to prove a
related statement.
Lemma 1.2 (De Bruijn [3, Theorem 13]). If t P R is such that Ξt has only real zeros, then for all
t1 ě t, Ξt1 has only real zeros.
Po´lya wanted to show that Ξt has only real zeros for all t P R, which would imply the Riemann
Hypothesis. Unfortunately, this is not the case, as the next lemma shows.
Lemma 1.3 (Newman, [10, Theorem 3]). There is some t P R such that Ξt has a nonreal zero.
However, it is possible to place bounds on this t; this is how Newman salvaged Po´lya’s strategy.
By combining the previous two lemmas, we may define the De Bruijn–Newman Constant.
Definition 1.4. The De Bruijn–Newman Constant Λ P R is the value such that
‚ if t ě Λ, then Ξt has only real zeros;
‚ if t ă Λ, then Ξt has a non-real zero.
Such a constant exists because of (1.2) and (1.3).
This allows us to rephrase the Riemann hypothesis yet again. The Riemann Hypothesis is true
if and only if Λ ď 0, that is, if and only if Ξ0 has only real zeros. On the other hand, Newman
made the following conjecture.
Conjeture 1.5 (Newman [10, Remark 2]). Let Λ be the De Bruijn-Newmann constant. Then
Λ ě 0.
Note that if both Newman’s conjecture (1.5) and the Riemann Hypothesis are true, then it
must be the case that Λ “ 0. On this, Newman remarked: “This new conjecture is a quantitative
version of the dictum that the Riemann hypothesis, if true, is only barely so” [10, Remark 2]. It
is remarkable just how precise the bounds on Λ are: [11] achieved the current best-known bound
of Λ ě ´1.14541 ˆ 10´11. To find this bound, Saouter, Gourdon and Demichel build on the work
of Csordas, Smith and Varga [4], who use differential equations describing the motion of the zeros
under deformation to demonstrate that atypically close pairs of zeros yield lower bounds on Λ.
These ideas have since been translated to many different L-functions beyond the Riemann zeta
function. Stopple [12] showed that there is a real constant ΛKr analogous to the De Bruijn–Newman
constant for quadratic Dirichlet L-functions, and Andrade, Chang and Miller [1] expanded this to
state a version of Newman’s conjecture for automorphic L-functions. Stopple established bounds on
ΛKr in the case of quadratic Dirichlet L-functions; in particular, for the L function corresponding
to the quadratic character modulo D “ ´175990483, ΛKr ą ´1.13 ˆ 10´7. The results on lower
bounds are extended to automorphic L-functions by [1]. Most recently, Andrade, Chang and Miller
investigated in [1] the analogue of the De Bruijn–Newman constant for function field L-functions.
This is the setting in which we work, so we describe the translation of this framework to the function
field setting in Section 2.
1We normalize so that the Fourier transform of fpxq is
ş
8
´8
fpxqe´ixudu.
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1.2. This paper. In the function field setting, a similar setup is possible. We will work in this
setting, which we develop in Section 2. It is in this setting that we resolve several versions of the
generalized Newman’s conjecture first considered by Andrade, Chang and Miller in [1]. We recall
some of their work in section 2.1. We then prove our main result 1.7 in section 4, where this
theorem is stated as theorem 4.1.
Over function fields Fqrxs, each quadratic Dirichlet L-function Lps, χDq also gives rise to a
constant ΛD. However, there is very different behavior in this case. For one, it is possible that
ΛD “ ´8, as in Remark 2.6. Therefore, we consider the supremum of the De Bruijn–Newman
constants over a family of L-functions, so the appropriate analogue of Newman’s conjecture becomes
the following.
Conjeture 1.6 (Newman’s Conjecture for Function Fields [1, Conjecture 1.8]). Let F be a family
of L functions over a function field Fqrxs. Then
sup
DPF
ΛD “ 0. (1.4)
Our main result resolves this conjecture for a wide class of families F .
Theorem 1.7 (Main Result). Let q ą 0 be an odd prime power. Let F be a family of pairs of
the form pD, qq, where D P FqrT s is monic squarefree polynomial of odd degree at least three, and
pxq ´ x, qq P F . Then if ΛD is the De Bruijn–Newman constant associated to D,
sup
pD,qqPF
ΛD “ max
pD,qqPF
ΛD “ 0. (1.5)
To prove this, we first note that ΛD “ 0 if and only if the L-function corresponding to D has a
double root. Then we explicitly compute Lps, χDq for D “ xq ´ x via ℓ-adic cohomology, the Weil
conjectures, and a result of Katz [8]. The necessary background for the proof is recalled in Section
3.
Following from Theorem 1.7, the following conjectures (stated as conjectures 2.8 and 2.9) of
Andrade, Chang and Miller [1] are resolved.
Corollary 1.8. Let F be one of the following families of L-functions. Then sup
DPF
ΛD “ 0.
‚ F “ tD P FqrT s | squarefree, monic, odd degree ě 3u;
‚ F “ tD P FqrT s | degD “ 2g ` 1, 2g ` 1 “ pk for some prime pu.
2. Setup for a Newman’s Conjecture over Function Fields
In [1], the authors find many analogues between the number field and function field versions of
Newman’s conjecture. The appropriate replacement for Z is FqrT s, the ring of polynomials with
coefficients in Fq (the finite field with q elements), where q is a power of a prime. We do not
consider fields of characteristic two.
Definition 2.1 (Andrade, Chang, Miller [1, Definition 3.1]). Let q be an odd prime power and let
D P FqrT s. We say that pD, qq is a good pair or simply that D is good if
(1) D is monic and square-free,
(2) degD is odd, and
(3) degD ě 3.
The rationale for these assumptions is elucidated in [1, Remark 3.2]. In short, we assume
squarefree and monic because this corresponds to the fundamental discriminants in the number
field setting, and we assume q is odd because we are not considering the characteristic 2 case, in
which everything is a perfect square. Instead of the Riemann zeta function in this setting, we have
the following.
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Definition 2.2. Let D be good. We define the L-function associated to D to be
Lps, χDq :“
ÿ
f monic
χDpfqNpfq´s, (2.1)
where Npfq is the norm of f , Npfq :“ qdeg f and χD is the Kronecker symbol: χDpfq :“
´
D
f
¯
.
If we collect terms in (2.1), we have
Lps, χDq “
ÿ
ně0
cn
`
q´s
˘n
, (2.2)
where
cn “
ÿ
f monic
deg f“n
χDpfq. (2.3)
These coefficients vanish for n ě degD, and Lps, χDq is a polynomial of degree exactly degD ´ 1
in q´s. Setting g to be the genus of the hyperelliptic curve y2 “ Dpxq, (so g “ pdegD ´ 1q{2), we
complete Lps, χDq as we completed the Riemann zeta function in (1.1) in the classical setting. Set
ξps, χDq :“ qgsLps, χDq, (2.4)
so that ξps, χDq satisfies the nice functional equation ξps, χDq “ ξp1 ´ s, χDq. Then in analogy to
(1.2), define
Ξps, χDq :“ ξ
ˆ
1
2
` i x
log q
, χD
˙
“ Φ0 `
gÿ
n“1
Φnpeinx ` e´inxq , (2.5)
where Φn “ cg´nqn{2 “ cg`nqn{2. Note that Φn is the Fourier transform of Ξt in this case, which
is a Fourier transform on the circle instead of the real line.
Definition 2.3. The deformed L-function Ξtpx, χDq is
Ξtpx, χDq :“ Φ0 `
gÿ
n“1
Φne
tn2peinx ` e´inxq. (2.6)
Andrade, Chang and Miller established the existence of a De Bruijn–Newman constant ΛD for
each good D P FqrT s [1, Lemma 3.4]. The behavior of this constant ΛD is in some ways similar to
that of the classical De Bruijn–Newman constant, as the following lemma shows.
Lemma 2.4 ([1, Lemma 3.2]). Let pq,Dq be a good pair. Let t0 P R. If Ξt0px, χDq has a zero x0
of order at least 2, then t0 ď ΛD .
However, there are differences between function and number fields. As there is a proof of the
Riemann Hypothesis in function fields, ΛD ď 0. Furthermore, for many D we can actually get the
strict inequality ΛD ă 0 because of the existence of the following partial converse to Lemma 2.4
above.
Lemma 2.5. If Ξ0px, χDq does not have a double zero, then ΛD ă 0.
In fact, since there are L-functions Ξ0px, χDq with only real zeros, there is the possibility of
ΛD “ ´8, as in the following remark.
Remark 2.6. In the function field setting, we may have that ΛD “ ´8. Indeed, [1, Remark 3.10]
supplies a counterexample: D “ T 3 ` T P F3rT s has ΛD “ ´8.
In light of this remark, we can see that Newman’s conjecture, if directly translated to the function
field setting, is false. Thus, different versions of Newman’s conjecture are necessary. Most generally,
the modified Newman’s conjecture is the following.
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Conjeture 2.7 (Newman’s Conjecture for Function Fields [1, Conjecture 1.8]). Let F be a family
of L functions over a function field Fqrxs. Then
sup
DPF
ΛD “ 0. (2.7)
Regarding the De Bruijn–Newman constant in the function field setting, Andrade, Chang and
Miller made the following conjectures for specific families.
Conjeture 2.8 (Andrade, Chang, Miller [1, Conjecture 3.14]). Fix q a power of an odd prime.
Then
sup
pq,Dq good
ΛD ě 0. (2.8)
Conjeture 2.9 (Andrade, Chang, Miller [1, Conjecture 3.15]). Fix g P N. Then
sup
degD“2g`1
pq,Dq good
ΛD ě 0. (2.9)
Conjeture 2.10 (Andrade, Chang, Miller [1, Conjecture 3.16]). Fix D P ZrT s square-free. For
each prime p, let Dp P FprT s be the polynomial obtained from reducing D pmod pq. Then
sup
pp,Dpq good
ΛDp ě 0. (2.10)
The last of these three conjectures, Conjecture 2.10, was resolved in [1, Theorem 3.19] for the
case where degD “ 3. This result is briefly reviewed in the following subsection.
2.1. Previous Results. In this section, the work of Andrade, Chang and Miller in [1] to prove
Newman’s conjecture for families given by elliptic curves is described. Fix a square-free polynomial
D P ZrT s of degree 3 and for each prime p, let Dp P FprT s be the polynomial obtained by reducing
D pmod pq. In [1] Newman’s conjecture is proved for the family F “ tDpu.
Theorem 2.11 ([1, Theorem 3.19]). For F defined above, supDPF ΛD “ 0.
The proof uses the fact that
Ξtpx, χDpq “ ´appDq ` 2
?
pet cos x, (2.11)
where appDq is the trace of Frobenius of the elliptic curve y2 “ DpT q. From this, we can deduce
ΛDp “ log
|appDq|
2
?
p
. (2.12)
Finally, the recent proof of Sato–Tate for elliptic curves without complex multiplication [5, 7,
13, 2] implies that there exists a sequence of primes p1, p2, . . . such that
lim
nÑ8
apnpDq
2
?
pn
Ñ 1. (2.13)
Hence ΛDpn Ñ 0.
Remark 2.12. It should be noted that (2.12) holds not only for p prime, but also when p is replaced
by a prime power q. We make use of this more general explicit form of Λ later on.
Remark 2.13. The proof relied on the fact that ΛDp could be computed explicitly, which is made
possible by the fact that D has genus g “ 1, so there are only two terms to consider when computing
2.6. When g ě 2, then Ξt contains multiple et terms and therefore multiple cosnx terms, making
it much harder to find the explicit expression of ΛDp.
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Remark 2.14. We are not aware of any proof of the existences of a sequence of primes for which
(2.13) holds without appealing to proven Sato–Tate laws; it would be interesting to have an elemen-
tary proof of such a statement.
The previous two remarks above suggest that it would be difficult to prove results for degD ě 5
using the same methods.
3. The Hasse-Weil Zeta Function and the Weil Conjectures
Let X{Fq be a curve, q a power of a prime p as always.
Definition 3.1. Let Nm :“ #XpFqmq. The Hasse-Weil zeta function of the curve X is defined by
the formal power series
ZpX, sq :“ exp
˜ÿ
mě1
Nm
m
`
q´s
˘m¸
. (3.1)
Remark 3.2. Most of the definitions and results in this section hold in much greater generality
than stated here, but for ease of exposition we will only state results in the generality required for
our applications.
It isn’t immediately clear from the definition that these zeta functions are useful objects to
consider, but the following canonical example illustrates that in fact the zeta function contains
information about the geometry of X.
Example 3.3. Let X “ P1pFqq. It follows that Nm “ qm`1, so we obtain the following expression
for the zeta function after setting T “ q´s:
ZpX, sq “ 1p1´ T qp1´ qT q . (3.2)
The two terms linear in T in the denominator reflect the fact that H0e´tpP1,Qℓq and H2e´tpP1,Qℓq are
one-dimensional. The lack of a linear term in the numerator reflects the fact that H1e´tpP1,Qℓq “ 0.
Henceforth, we set T “ q´s unless stated otherwise. There is a collection of theorems called the
Weil conjectures (although they have now been proven) which make more precise the relationship
between the geometry ofX and its zeta function. TheWeil conjectures were first stated for algebraic
curves by Artin, and were proven later by Dwork and Deligne. We now state the subset of the Weil
conjectures relevant for this paper.
Theorem 3.4. Let X{Fq be a nonsingular projective curve. Then the Hasse-Weil zeta function
ZpX, sq of X has the form
ZpX, sq “ P pT qp1´ T qp1´ qT q , P P ZrT s. (3.3)
Moreover,
(1) degP “ 2g, where g is the genus of the curve X, and
(2) P factors as
ś2g
i“1p1´ αiT q. For all i, |αi| “ q1{2.
By putting these results together and unwinding the definition of ZpX, sq as a generating func-
tion, we obtain the following useful result.
Corollary 3.5. Let X be a nonsingular projective curve of genus g. Then the numbers α1, . . . α2g
coming from the zeta function satisfy
#XpFmq q “ 1` qm ´
2gÿ
i
αmi . (3.4)
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Remark 3.6. We have the following useful application of Corollary 3.5. Let E{Fp be an elliptic
curve such that #EpFpq “ p ` 1. Recall that elliptic curves have genus 1. By (3.4) we have
α1 ` α2 “ 0. We also have P pT q “ p1 ´ α1T qp1 ´ α2T q P ZrT s, so that α1α2 P Z. Since
|αi| “ ?p, we have α1α2 “ ˘p. However, the first condition implies that we must have (after
possibly reordering) α1 “ i?p, α2 “ ´i?p. Now we compute
#EpF2pq “ p2 ` 1´ pi
?
pq2 ´ p´i?pq2 “ p2 ` 2p ` 1. (3.5)
The computation in Remark 3.6 and generalizations thereof will be very important later for
proving particular cases of Newman’s conjecture in families by constructing particular elliptic curves
E{Fp with p` 1 points. The condition of having p2 ` 2p` 1 points over Fp2 is significant because
Corollary 3.5 implies that this number is as large as possible for a curve of genus 1 over Fq.
Definition 3.7. We say a curve X with q`2?q`1 points over Fq is maximal over Fq. Similarly,
X is minimal if it has q ´ 2?q ` 1 points over Fq.
Remark 3.8. It is clear that a curve can only be maximal (or minimal) over Fq when q is a square.
This will be important for proving cases of Newman’s conjecture in families.
Corollary 3.5 allows us to prove a special case of Newman’s conjecture using the explicit formula
for ΛD found in [1], when y
2 “ Dpxq is an elliptic curve. We prove this result by explicitly relating
our L-function Lps, χDq to the zeta function of the curve y2 “ Dpxq.
Proposition 3.9. Lps, χDq is the numerator of the zeta function ZpX, sq, where X is the curve
defined by y2 “ Dpxq. More precisely, ZpX, sq “ ZpP1, sqLps, χDq.
Proof. In this proof, we imitate the proof that the Dedekind zeta function of a quadratic field
Qp?dq factors as ζpsqLps, χDq. In this case, the quadratic field is F :“ Fpptq
´a
Dptq
¯
. Recall we
have
Lps, χDq “
ÿ
f monic
χDpfqNpfq´s “
ź
g monic,
irreducible
p1´ χDpgqqNpgq´s. (3.6)
Note that χDpgq “ 1 if and only if g splits in F , and χDpgq “ ´1 if and only if g is inert in F , and
finally χD “ 0 if and only if g | D. Thus we have the following factorization of Lps, χDq
Lps, χDq “
ź
g split
p1´Npgq´sq2
ź
g inert
p1´Npgq´2sq
“
ź
g monic,
irreducible
p1´Npgq´sq
ź
g monic,
irreducible
p1´ χDpgqNpgq´sq
“
ź
g monic,
irreducible
p1´Npgq´sq
ÿ
g monic
χDpgqNpgq´s
“
ź
g monic,
irreducible
p1´Npgq´sqLps, χDq. (3.7)
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It remains to be shown that
ś
g irreduciblep1´Npgq´sq is in fact ZpP1, sq. Recall
ZpP1, sq “ 1p1´ T qp1´ qT q
“ p1` T ` T 2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ qp1` qT ` q2T 2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ q
ź
g monic,
irreducible
p1´Npgq´sq
“
ÿ
g monic
Npgq´s “
8ÿ
n“1
cnT
n, (3.8)
where the coefficients cn are the number of monic polynomials in Fqptq of degree n. This generating
function and the generating function in (3.7) are easily seen to be equal, which finishes the proof. 
Now that we can realize our L-function Lps, χDq as part of the zeta function ZpX, sq, the Weil
conjectures tell us valuable information about the behavior of the roots of L. In particular, we will
be able to prove that certain curves have a double root (in fact, a root of multiplicity g).
4. Families of Curves Satisfying Newman’s Conjecture
We are now ready to prove our main result, Theorem 1.7. It is restated below as Theorem 4.1.
Throughout this section we assume familiarity with the theory of e´tale cohomology (specifically
ℓ-adic cohomology) of projective curves; development of this subject can be found in J.S. Milne’s
book [9].
Theorem 4.1. Let F be a family of pairs of the form pD, qq, where D P FqrT s is monic squarefree
polynomial of odd degree at least three, and pxq ´ x, qq P F . Then
sup
pD,qqPF
ΛD “ max
pD,qqPF
ΛD “ 0. (4.1)
To prove this theorem, we need the following key lemma.
Lemma 4.2. Lps, χDq has a double root if and only if ΛD “ 0.
Proof. If Lps, χDq has a double root, then the fact that ΛD “ 0 follows from [1, Lemma 3.22,
Remark 3.23]. The converse is a consequence of [1, Lemma 3.11]. 
The immediate consequence of this lemma is the following.
Corollary 4.3. If Lps, χDq has a double zero, then Newman’s conjecture is true for any family F
containing D.
To show that suppD,qqPF ΛD “ 0, it suffices to find D such that Lps, χDq has a double root. In
this case, ΛD “ 0, so the supremum is actually a maximum.
Proposition 4.4. Let D P Fqrxs be given by Dpxq “ xq ´ x. Then Lps, χDq has a double root.
Remark 4.5. In fact, Lps, χDq has a root of order g, and Lps, χDq is explicitly given by Lps, χDq “
pT 2q ˘ 1qg.
Proof of Proposition 4.4. The curve X : y2 “ xq ´ x carries an action of G “ Fq by Fq-linear
automorphisms. That is, the action of Fq commutes with the Frobenius map. For a P Fq, the
action is defined by
a ¨ px, yq “ px` a, yq. (4.2)
By functoriality, the cohomology groups H ie´tpX,Qℓq carry an action of G as well. In certain nice
cases, H˚e´tpX,Qℓq splits up into distinct irreducible representations of G (i.e., is multiplicity free).
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In this case, this means H˚e´tpX,Qℓq is a sum of characters of G. Since the action of Frobenius
commutes with the action of G, we have a well-defined action of Frobenius on H˚e´tpX,Qℓqrχs, the
χ-isotypic component for χ a character of G. Assuming the multiplicity-free hypothesis, these
spaces are 1-dimensional and Frobenius acts as a scalar, which is therefore a Frobenius eigenvalue.
Since the only information needed to construct the zeta function are the Frobenius eigenvalues, we
can construct the zeta function if we can understand H˚e´tpX,Qℓq as a representation of G and how
Frobenius acts. It is a result of Nick Katz (restated below as Theorem 4.6) that gives conditions
for the above to be true and also gives the Frobenius eigenvalues explicitly as Gauss sums. The
following theorem gives us the decomposition of H˚e´tpX,Qℓq and the Frobenius eigenvalues, which
finishes the proof. 
Theorem 4.6 (Katz [8]). Let X{Fq be projective and smooth, and G a finite group acting on X
by Fq-linear automorphisms, and ρ an irreducible complex (or ℓ-adic) representation of G. Define
SpX{Fq, ρ, nq :“ 1
#G
ÿ
gPG
Trpρpgqq#FixpFrobp ˝g´1q. (4.3)
Then the following are equivalent.
(1) The multiplicity of ρ is one in H i0e´t pX,Qℓq and zero in H ie´tpX,Qℓq for i ‰ i0.
(2) For all n ě 1, we have
|SpX{Fq , ρ, nq| “ p?qqi0n. (4.4)
(3) Frob acts on H ie´tpX,Qℓq by the scalar p´1qi0SpX{Fq, ρ, 1q.
Now we compute the sums SpX{Fq, χ, nq as χ ranges over the characters of G “ Fq (since G is
abelian its irreducible representations are characters). The characters of Fq are parametrized by
Fq itself, as they take the form χa where χapbq “ ζTrpabqp , where ζp is a primitive pth root of unity.
Theorem 4.7. The conditions in Theorem 4.6 hold for X : y2 “ xq ´ x{Fq. Let q “ pr and
p˚ “
´
´1
p
¯
p. As a representation of G “ Fq
H1e´tpX,Qℓq “
ÿ
χ nontrivial
χ. (4.5)
The Frobenius eigenvalues are
?
p˚
r
and ´?p˚r, both with multiplicity q´1
2
.
Proof. Our projectivized curve X is given by y2zq´2 “ xq ´ xzq´1, which is easily checked to be
smooth. We have the following equality:
SpX,χ, nq “ 1
q
ÿ
aPFq
χpaq#FixpFrobnq ˝r´asq. (4.6)
Now we must determine when a point px, yq is fixed by Frobnq ˝r´as. This is when yq
n “ y and
xq
n ´ x “ a. That means y P Fqn and Trpxq ´ xq “ a, where Tr : Fqn Ñ Fq is the field theoretic
trace. For a fixed y P Fqn , when Trpy2q “ a, we have q fixed points corresponding to the q distinct
solutions to xq ´ x “ a, otherwise we have 0 fixed points. Define
Ipy, aq “
"
1 if Trpyq “ a
0 otherwise.
(4.7)
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Then we have
SpX,χ, nq “ 1
q
ÿ
aPFq
χpaq
ÿ
yPFqn
qIpy, aq
“
ÿ
yPFqn
ÿ
aPFq
χpaqIpy, aq
“
ÿ
yPFqn
χpTrpy2qq
“
ÿ
yPFqn
χpTrpyqq
ˆ
Nmpyq
q
˙
. (4.8)
Note here
´
¨
q
¯
is the Fq-Legendre symbol. Now we apply the Hasse-Davenport relation which says
precisely that the above “Gauss sums” are (up to sign) just powers of Gauss sums over Fq. More
precisely, it tells us that
|SpX,χ, nq| “
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ ÿ
yPFq
χpyq
ˆ
y
q
˙ˇˇˇˇˇˇ
n
. (4.9)
If χ is nontrivial, it is a well-known result that the inner sum has magnitude
?
q. That is,
|SpX,χ, nq| “
" p?qqn if χ is trivial
qn otherwise.
(4.10)
By Theorem 4.6 that means that
H1e´tpX,Qℓq “
ÿ
χ nontrivial
χ, H2e´tpX,Qℓq “ χtriv (4.11)
as representations of Fq. The reason H
0
e´tpX,Qℓq doesn’t appear is because in order for our results to
be true, we must take compactly supported cohomology, which forces H0e´tpX,Qℓq “ 0, since X isn’t
compact. By the equivalent condition of Theorem 4.6, we know that the Frobenius eigenvalues
on H1e´tpX,Qℓq are the sums p´1qSpX,χ, 1q. We also immediately verify that Frobenius acts on
H2e´tpX,Qℓq by the scalar q in accordance with the Weil conjectures. To compute SpX,χ, 1q, we
write q “ pr, and χ “ χa for some a P Fq. Applying the Hasse-Davenport relation again and using
the computation of the standard quadratic Gauss sum over Fp gives
SpX,χa, 1q “
" p´1qr`1p?p˚qr if a is a quadratic residue
p´1qrp?p˚qr otherwise. (4.12)

Corollary 4.8. Let F “ tD P FqrT s | D monic, squarefree, of odd degree ě 3u. Then
sup
DPF
ΛD “ 0. (4.13)
Corollary 4.9. Let F “ tD | degD “ 2g ` 1, 2g ` 1 “ pk for some prime pu. Then
sup
DPF
ΛD “ 0. (4.14)
In addition to the above two corollaries, we can also show that the following family satisfies
Newman’s conjecture.
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Theorem 4.10. Let D P ZrT s be a square-free monic cubic polynomial. Then there exists a number
field K{Q such that
sup
pĎOK
ΛDp “ 0, (4.15)
where Dp denotes the reduction of D modulo the prime ideal p.
Proof. It suffices to produce a single prime π so that aπpDq “ 2
a
p2, so that ΛDpi “ 0 by the
previous lemma. If we can find p P Z inert in K with appDq “ 0, then for π “ pOK we have
aπpDq “ 2
a
p2 by the Weil conjectures. Thus ΛDpi “ 0, which gives the result. It is important to
note that we don’t need to take the supremum over all π, since any π as constructed above attains
the supremum.
For all but finitely many p, we can reduce y2 “ Dpxq mod p and thereby obtain an elliptic curve
over Fp. For these p, the condition that appDq “ p ` 1 can be rephrased as saying that p is a
supersingular prime for E (as long as p ą 5). It is a theorem of Noam Elkies [6, Theorem 1] that
for E{Q an elliptic curve, and any finite set of primes S, we can find a supersingular prime for E
outside of S. This result uses the theory of complex multiplication of elliptic curves. Now we need
only choose d P Z and p a supersingular prime so that
´
d
p
¯
“ ´1, which is easily accomplished
since we are free to choose d squarefree belonging to a class which is a quadratic non-residue mod
p. Thus p is inert in K, and the proof is complete. 
Remark 4.11. Since we can find a supersingular prime of E outside of any finite set, we might
hope to prove something stronger, namely, we might want to fix K beforehand and hope that the
collection of supersingular primes of E contains a prime inert in K. Unfortunately, this statement
can fail for K quadratic.
The following counterexample was suggested to us in correspondence with Noam Elkies.
Example 4.12 (Elkies). Consider X0p11q, an elliptic curve over Q with 5-torsion and good reduc-
tion away from 11. For p ‰ 11, the 5-torsion points remain distinct mod p, giving
#X0p11qpFpq ” 0 pmod 5q. (4.16)
Thus if p is supersingular for X0p11q, we must have p ” 4 pmod 5q, which forces p to split in
K “ Qp?5q. Thus, since supersingularity is equivalent to ap “ p ` 1 only for p ą 5, we check
p “ 2, 3 and 5 seperately and see that ap ‰ 0. Thus we’ve shown that for E “ X0p11q and
K “ Qp?5q, we cannot find a prime π Ă OK so that ΛDpi “ 0.
Remark 4.13. For a representation theoretic explanation of this counterexample, recall that for
elliptic curves E{Q, and primes ℓ not dividing the conductor of E we can consider the mod ℓ
representation attached to E:
ρE,ℓ : GQ Ñ GL2pFℓq. (4.17)
For q ∤ ℓ and the conductor of E, we have that TrpρE,ℓpFrobqqq ” aq pmod ℓq. When we’re in
the case that the mod ℓ representation is surjective, we can find q so that aq ” 0 pmod ℓq, which
is necessary but not sufficient for aq “ 0, which we want in order to construct maximal curves.
In the case of E “ X0p11q, we can compute using SAGE that the mod 5 representation is not
surjective, which helps explain why ap ” 0 pmod 5q can’t be attained. It follows from Serre’s open
image theorem that the mod ℓ representation is surjective. One avenue for future research is to use
surjectivity of the mod ℓ representation to strengthen the above theorem as much as possible.
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